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1. INTRODUCTION 
An afline plane with a collineation group transitive on the afline points 
is called a transitive affine plane. In [4], M. J. Kallaher raised the 
following question: Does every transitive afline plane have prime power 
order? 
There are two extreme cases to be considered. One is the case in which 
a point stabilizer is a maximal subgroup and the other the case in which 
a point stabilizer is a trivial subgroup. The answer is affirmative in the 
former case [3]. Concerning the latter, however, the question is still open 
even in the “abelian” case. Let x be an affine plane with an abelian collinea- 
tion group A transitive on the afline points. By Satz 3 of [l], A is (P, I,)- 
transitive for some point P on the ideal line I,. Set H= A(,,,_,. In the 
known examples to date, A is an elementary abelian p-group for some 
prime p and H is a direct factor of A, or A is a homocyclic 2-group of 
exponent 4. So, it is quite natural to ask whether or not A is a p-group and 
splits over H if p # 2. 
The purpose of this article is to study the structure of the group A above 
and the factor sets associated with the extension A of H by a group G 
isomorphic to A/H. In Section 3 we show that a certain factor set c(a, r) 
associated with the extension has the following property: A mapping c, 
given by c,(a) = c(a, t) is bijective for any r E G* = G - {l} (Proposi- 
tion 3.5). 
Conversely, each factor set c(a, r) having the property that c, is bijective 
for all r E G* gives rise to an afline plane with a point-transitive abelian 
collineation group (Theorem 4.1). 
In Section 2 we study some factor sets corresponding to central exten- 
sions and in Section 3 some relation between regular collineation groups 
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and resulting factor sets. As an application we present some results which 
give a certain sufficient condition under which the extension A splits over 
H (Theorem 4.9). 
Throughout this article all sets and groups are assumed to be finite. 
Definitions and notations are standard and taken from [2,4, 51. 
2. CENTRAL EXTENSIONS AND FACTOR SETS 
In this section we prove some results on factor sets which will be used 
in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a central extension of H by G. Let {t(a) 1 o E G} 
be the coset representatives of A/H (=G) and (c(a, z)} a normalizedfactor 
set 
t(a) t(z) = t(az) c(a, t), t(l)= 1. (2.1) 
Let p be any element of G and set *(j) = c(p, pj). Then 
for any positive integers p and q. 
Proof. Since c( p, pSpy) c( pS, p”) = c( pp’, pq) c( p, p”) for all integers s 
and q, we have c(p, pq+S) c(p, p”))’ =c(pS+ ‘, pq) c(p”, pq)-l. Hence 
cn,p=d11/(4+s),cn~~~~(t,,~1=nP=d $(4++&-‘=rI,P:d 4Ps+1, P”) 
4PS, PT1 = C(PP, P”). 
As an application of the lemma above, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a central extension of H by G. Let {t(a) ( a E G) 
be the coset representatives of AjH and {c(a, z)} the corresponding nor- 
malized factor set (cf: (2.1)). Assume nLeZ1, c( p, p”) = 1 for some element p 
of order r. Then the group (H, t(p)) splits over H. 
Proof Let notations be as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Since 
we have d(p, q) = r(p + q) T(p)-’ r(q)Fl, where r(m) = n;:d Ii/(s). 
481/142/2-IO 
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By definition of the mapping r, r(rn + r) = nrL;-’ $(s) = 
WI::; W))KI”‘;- ’ W)) = NIL’ $(s)M-I”:;-~ C(P, P”)). As pr = 1, 
l--l::;- l C(P, P”) = I-I::; a, P m+z) = n;:i c(p, p’) = 1 by the assump- 
tion. Hence r(m + r) = r(m) and so a mapping A from (p) into H 
defined by A(f) = (r(m))-’ is well-defined. Thus c(pp, p”) = 
A(pp.py)pl A(pp) A(py) for all p and q. Therefore the extension (H, t(p)) 
of H is a split extension and so we have the theorem (cf. [S, Chap. 2, 
Sect. 71). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a central extension of H by G. Let (~(0, z)} and 
{d(a, T)} be two factor sets associated with the extension A. Zf the exponent 
of H divides the order of G, then naec c(a, ~)=n,,~~ d(a, t) and 
I-I aeG4~~~)=IlaeG d(z, a) for any z E G. 
Proof: Since two factor sets above are equivalent, there exists a map f 
from G into H such that d(a, z)=f(az)-’ c(a, t) f(a) f(z). Hence 
n osG d(a,r) = (K..f(or)-‘)(Il,.. c(a, ~))(lT,Ecf(o))(f(~)‘G’). On 
the other hand JJocC f(az)-’ =n,,EG, f(oz)-‘= (npEGf(pL))p’. Hence 
rI osc d(a, r)= (n,sc day z))(f(T)‘G’)=ncEG c(a, r) since exp(H) 1 IG]. 
Similarly we have nUEc d(z, a)) = noeG c(r, a). 
Let A be a central extension of H by G and cp a canonical 
homomorphism from A onto G (2: A/H). Assume that there exist sub- 
groups X and Y of A such that 
IA = 1x1 . I YI, (IXI? IYl)= 1. (2.2) 
Set V= q(X) and W= cp( Y). Then, 
IGI = I VI . I WI and (IVI? IWO= 1. (2.3) 
We now choose elements {s(a) I a E V} and {s(r) I r E W> satisfying 
s(a) E X for aE V, 
s(r) E Y for ZE W, 
s(l)= 1, 
cp(s)(a)) = a, CPW)) = r for aEV,TE W. 
(2.4) 
By (2.3), each element of G can be expressed uniquely in the form ar for 
suitable elements a E V and r E W. Hence, we may define a mapping s from 
G into A so that 
s(at) = s(a) s(z) (aE V, TE W). (2.5) 
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By definition, cp(s(ar)) = cp(s(a) s(r)) = cp(s(cr)) cp(s(r)) = (it. Therefore 
{s(p) 1 p E G} is a set of coset representatives of A/H. 
Under the above assumption the following holds. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let {~(,a, p)} be the factor set corresponding to 
1.0) I PEG}; 
S(P) S(P) = aw) c(/4 P) (PL, P E G, c(PL, P) E Hi (2.6) 
Then we have 
(i) C(O, a’z’) = c(a, a’) and c(az, 7’) = c(z, 2’) for any IJ, a’ E V and 
z, T’ E w. 
(ii) Set d(a)=n,,, c(a, t), e(a)=n<.. ~(5, g)for ol~G andf(o)= 
n .+t y  C(~>O’) E x g(z) = II,,, w c(t’, t) E Y for o E V and z E W. Then 
d(a) =f(o)lW’ 
and 
e(s)=g(t)“’ for CTE V, TE W 
Proof Let a, O’E v and 7, T’ E W. By (2.5), s(a) s(a’r’) = 
s( og’r ‘) c( rr, cr’r’). On the other hand s(c) s( g’r ‘) = s(a) ~(a’) s( r’) = 
s(aa’) c(a, a’) s(z)) = c(a, a’) ~(00’7’) by (2.5) and (2.6). Hence c(a, o’r’) = 
c(a, a’). Similarly c(rrr, r’) = c(r, r’). Thus (i) holds. 
BY (i), 4~)=Il,~,v,,~,,c(~, o'z')=Il,,, w(lIIa~E.c(~, a'))=f(a)lWi 
and so d(o) = f(a)'"'. Similarly we have e(r) = g(r)‘“‘. Thus (ii) holds. 
3. REGULAR COLLINEATION GROUPS AND FACTOR SETS 
Let rr be an affine plane of order n. Let 9 and 9 be the set of points and 
lines of rc, respectively. Suppose that ‘II admits a collineation group R 
satisfying the following condition. 
(*) R acts regularly on the set 9 of affine points and is (P, 1,)-tran- 
sitive for some point P on the ideal line I, (cf. [2, p. 1223). 
Remark 3.1. The hypothesis (*) is satisfied automatically whenever R is 
a point-transitive abelian collineation group of an affrne plane. (See Satz 3 
of [ 11.) Moreover, all of the known affrne planes which admit regular 
collineation groups have this property (cf. 4, Chap. 91). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose (*) and set H= RCp,,,,. Then P is a fixed point of 
R and H is a normal subgroup of R of order n. 
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Proof: By the hypothesis (*), IHI =n. If P”# P for some XE R, then 
H” = (R(p.J = Rp,l,) and so HnH”=l. Since IRI=n*, R=H.H”. 
Hence H is a normal subgroup of R by 4.3.4(a) of [2], a contradiction. 
We choose an afline point P, of rc. Since R acts regularly on 9, each ele- 
ment x E R can be viewed as the point P,x. Then the permutation represen- 
tation of R on 9 is equivalent to the right regular representation of R. 
Under this identification, each alline line is a subset of n distinct elements 
of R. 
LEMMA 3.3. Each affine line is a left coset of H in R ~fit passes through 
P; otherwise a set of coset representatives of R/H. 
Proof: Let 1 be an afline line. If I passes through P, then IH= 1 as H is 
a group of (P, I,)-perspectivities. Hence, as 111 = n, I = xH for suitable x E 1. 
Suppose that P is not on 1. Then every line passing through P meets 1 
in exactly one point. Hence 11 n xHI = 1 for each coset xH of R/H. Since 
111 = n and ) R/HI = n, 1 is a set of coset representatives of R/H. 
Let cp be a canonical homomorphism from R onto R/H and set G= 
R/H = {o, z, . . . }. Let Q be a point on I, with Q # P and I a line passing 
through Q. By Lemma 3.3, 1= {t(o) 1 o E G} for some elements t(a) of R, 
where cp(t(a)) = o for each e E G. 
We define a factor set c(Z) = {c(o, r)} corresponding to the line 
I= {t(a) 1 LEG} as follows: 
t(a) t(7) = t(o7) c(a, 7) (cr, 7 E G, c(a, 7)) E H). 
Let L be the stabilizer of the line I in R and set M = q(L). Since L n H = 1, 
MN L. We define a map c, (r E G) from G into H by 
c,: ak-+c(a, 7) (a E G). 
Then we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (~(0, z)} and M be as above. Then, 
(i) If z is an element of M, then c, is a constant function. 
(ii) If z is an element of G - M, then c, is bijective. 
Proof Suppose r E M. Then QtCrjk = Q for all k E H. As L n H = 1, there 
exists a unique h E H (depending on z) such that 1= ZrCrjh. Hence 111 =
IlnZ"')hl = l{a~G I t(oz)=t(a) t(z)h)l = l{a~G I c(a,z)h= l}l, Thus (i) 
holds. 
Suppose 7 4 M. Then QrCrjh #Q for each h E H. Hence Iin IrCrJhl = 1 and 
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so an equation t(oz)= t(a) t(r)h has a unique solution LEG. From this 
C(O, 2) = hk’ has a unique solution o E G for given h E H. Thus (ii) holds. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let 1 be a line through a point Q E 1, - (P> and ler 
c(f) = (c(a, t)]. Then R is transitive on I, - {P) ifand only ifc, is bijective 
for aNTEG*=G-(1). 
Proof: Let notations be as in Proposition 3.4. If R is transitive on 
I,-(P), then IR:R,[=jl,-{P}J=n. Hence R,=H and so M= 
v(L) = 1. By Proposition 3.4(ii), c, is bijective for all t E G*. 
Conversely, if c, is bijective for all T E G*, then M= 1. Since M ‘v L, 
L=l and so R,=LH=H. From this (R:R,(==(R:HI=n. Thus R is 
transitive on I, - {Pj. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let R = (a) be a cyclic group of order 4. Set H = (a’), 
G=(l,p}%Z,,and1={t(l),t(p)j, h w  ere t( 1) = 1 and t(p) = a. Then the 
factor set z(a, z) associated with the extension R of H by G satisfies the 
assumption of Proposition 3.5: 
z(f, l)=z(l, p)=z(p, l)= 1, z(p, P) = a*. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let f be a planar function from G into H (cf. [2, 
p. 2271). Set z(a, z) =f(ar)-’ f(a)f(z). Th en z(a, z) satisfies the assump- 
tion of Proposition 3.5. 
4. BIJECTIVE FACTOR SETS AND AFFINE PLANES 
Let H and G be groups of order n ( > 1) and {z(a, T), T(p)} be a 
normalized factor set satisfying (i) and (ii) below. 
(i) T(p)cAut(H) and T(a) T(T) = T(az) Inn(z(a, t)) for all 
a, f, p E G. 
(ii) z(a, t)~ H, z(a, zp) z(t, p) =z(az, p) z(a, t)*(P) and z(a, 1) = 
z(l,a)=l for all a,T,pEG. 
Let R be the resulting extension: R = {(a, x) ) a E G, XE If}, 
(0, x)(z, Y) = (CT, da, T.) x’(‘)Y) ((a, x), (T, Y)E RI. 
We_now define an incidence structure 7~ = n(z, T). Set 1= {(a, 1) 1 a E G} 
and H = { (1, x) ( x E H}. We can easily verify that A is a normal subgroup 
of R isomorphic to H. So we identify fl with H. Then H is a normal 
subgroup of R of order n and R/H N G. Moreover 1 n H = 1 and R = 1H. 
The incidence structure x(z, T) is defined as follows. 
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Points: the elements of R 
Blocks: (Zw 1 WE R} u {o’H 1 a’~/} 
Incidence: the set theoretic inclusion. 
Clearly right multiplication by R on the points induces a point-transitive 
collineation group of rc(z, T). 
We now prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. The incidence structure ~(2, T) is an affine plane if and 
only if z, defined by z,(a) = Z(CJ, z) is bijective for each z E G* = G - { 1 }. 
Proof: Suppose rr(z, T) is an afline plane. Then the set of cosets of H 
in R forms a set of n parallel affine lines. Therefore n(z, T) satisfies the 
hypothesis (*) in Section 3. Furthermore R acts transitively on the lines 
{ Iw 1 w E R}. Thus, by Proposition 3.5, z, is bijective for all z E G*. 
Conversely, assume that z, is bijective for each z E G*. Set t(a) = (a, 1) 
forallaEG. AsInH=landR=1H,wehave~IwnoH~=lforanyw~R 
and 0 E R. Let t(o)h be an arbitrary element of R, where g E G and h E H. 
Then, 
lWa)h n II = I { (~1, B) E G x G I t(u) t(a)h = U))I 
=I{(dkGxGI t(~a)z(~,o)h=t(B)}I 
= ({CCEG I z(c1, a)=h-‘}I. 
From this we have 
1 
1 if a#l, 
Ilt(o)h n II = 0 if a=landh#l, 
n if a=landh=l. 
By 3.2.4(c) of [2], rr(z, T) is an alline plane of order n. 
DEFINITION 4.2. (i) We say that a normalized factor set {z(c, r)} is 
bijective if IGI = I HI and z, is bijective for all z E G*. 
(ii) We say that a normalized factor set (~(0, r)} associated with a 
central extension R of H by G is homogeneous if n,, G z(a, r) = 1 for all 
t E G. (As R is a central extension, H is abelian and T(a) = 1 for all r~ E G.) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G, H, R, and (z(o, T)} be as in Definition 4.2(ii) and 
assume that the exponent of H divides the order of G. If a factor set 
{~(a, r)} is homogeneous, then every factor set associated with {~(a, z)} is 
also homogeneous. (Under the assumption we say that the extension is 
homogeneous.) 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3. 
The following result on finite abelian groups is well known. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X be an abelian group and set 8= n,, X x. Then, 
f= ; 
i 
if X contains a unique element of order 2, say w. 
otherwise. 
By Lemma 4.4 we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that a normalized factor set {z(o, z)} associated 
with a central extension R of H by G is bijective. Let S be a (unique) Sylow 
2-subgroup of H. Then, 
(i) Lf S is cyclic and contains an element w of order 2, then 
I-I ,,EG~(o,t)=wfor LEG*. 
(ii) Zf S= 1 or S is noncyclic, then {z(o, r)} is homogeneous. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let {z(o, t)} be a factor set associated with a central exten- 
sion R of H by G. Assume that exp(H) 1 ICI and that there exist a Hall 
n-subgroup and a Hall nn’-subgroup of G for a set of primes n. Let Y be a 
Hall 7t-subgroup of R. Zf z(a, z) is homogeneous, then the extension Y of 
Yn H by cp( Y) (2: Y/( Yn H)) is also homogeneous. 
Proof: Let X be a Hall n’-subgroup of R. We define 
K K {s(o) I oeG), and { ( c O, r)} as in (2.2)-(2.6). Then, by Lem- 
mas 2.4(ii) and 4.3, g(r) IV’ = 1 because c(a, t) is associated with the 
homogeneous factor set z(a, r). As g(r) = l-I,,..,,, C(T), T) E Y and 
(IYl, IVl)= 1, we have g(r)= 1. Thus the lemma holds. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let {z(o, z)} b e a factor set associated with a central 
extension R of H by G. Assume that exp(H) 1 IGI and that G contains a 
cyclic Sylow p-subgroup and a Hall p’-subgroup for some prime p. Zf 
{ z(a, T)} is homogeneous, then a Sylow p-subgroup S of R splits over S n H. 
Proof By Lemma 4.6, the extension S of Sn H by q(S) is 
homogeneous. By Theorem 2.2, S splits over Sn H. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let R be a central extension of H by G and {z(o, T)} a 
factor set associated with the extension. Assume that {~(a, T)} is bijective. 
Then the following hold. 
(i) Every element of order 2 is contained in H. 
(ii) Zf a Sylow 2-subgroup S of H is cyclic and S # 1, then n = 2 and 
R=Zq. 
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Proof Let rr(z, T) be the incidence structure defined in the first half of 
this section, where T(a) = 1 for all u E G. As z(a, r) is bijective, it follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that x(z, T) is an alline plane and H = R(r,,,) for some 
point P on 1,. If R - H contains an element of order 2, say u, then u must 
be a (Q, I,)-perspectivity for some point Q (ZP) on I, by Baer’s theorem, 
contrary to Proposition 3.5. Thus (i) holds. 
Let r and .D be distinct elements of G. By Proposition 3.5, R is transitive 
on I, - {P} and so 
12. t(z) h, l-7 9. t(p) h,l = 1 
for any h,, h, E H, where 9 = {t(a) 1 CJ E G}. It follows that an equation 
has a unique solution (5, ++) E G x G. Hence {r = qp and c(c, t)) ’ 
4bPL1, p) = h, h;’ has a unique solution r E G for a fixed element h, h; ‘. 
Therefore we have 
n 45,z)r’ c(swl,P)= n h. <eG hsH 
Let S be a (unique) Sylow 2-subgroup of H. If S is cyclic and S # 1, then 
n hs H h = w  by Lemma 4.4, where w  is a unique element of S of order 2. 
From this, 
Hence e(r)-‘e(p)=w, where e(a)=nteGc(<,o) for LEG. If nZ2, we 
can choose r, p E G*, t # p. Then e(r) = e(p) = w  by Lemma 4.5(i). This 
implies w  = 1, a contradiction. 
We now state an application of the above theorems to regular collinea- 
tion groups. The following theorem is a generalisation of result 4.4.6 of 
PI. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let n be an affine plane of order n which admits a point- 
transitive abelian collineation group R. Choose a point P on I, so that R is 
(P, l,)-transitive (cf Remark 3.1) and set H= R(r,,,). Then the following 
hold. 
(i) Zf 2 1 n and a Sylow 2-subgroup of H is cyclic, then x is a 
desarguesian plane of order 2 and R N Z, or Zz x Z2. 
(ii) Let p be an odd prime and let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of R. If 
R/H has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, then S splits over S n H. 
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Proof: If there is another point P’ on 1, such that R is (P’, 1,)-tran- 
sitive, then R is a translation group and so it is an elementary abelian 
p-group for some prime p. In this case the assertion is obvious, so we may 
assume that P is the only point such that R is (P, I,)-transitive. Then we 
have (i) and (ii) by Theorems 4.7 and 4.8. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let x be an affine plane of order n which admits a 
point-transitive abelian collineation group R of order n2. If n is a product of 
distinct primes, then either (i) n = 2 and 71 is a desarguesian plane of order 2 
or(ii)2JnandR=Z,xZ,. 
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